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deliver superior airport performance from approach to departure.

100+ years

2500+

of cumulative
experience

airports served

170+ countries

Diverse team of
1100+ people,
45 nationalities

with delivered
projects

Strategic
presence in
35+ cities

partner
network

Production footprint serving

global markets

Our vision is to enable airports to operate
more safely, efficiently and sustainably.
Our mission is to provide our customers
with superior airport performance from
approach to departure.
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Worldwide

Our vision is to enable airports to operate
more safely, efficiently and sustainably.
Our mission is to provide our customers
with superior airport performance from
approach to departure.
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Aviation as we know it, is changing
Trends reshaping global aviation
Globalization is shifting

Furthermore, economic pressures

not be able to meet 12% of

geographies, with emerging

are compelling airlines and

2035, meaning more than

economic power to different
markets powering aviation

growth. While urbanization

and operational complexities
airports to put safety first.

is bringing upward mobility

Airports today are presented

air travel, privatization and

opportunities and challenges.

within societies and fueling
deregulation are making

air travel cheaper. Sweeping

advances in technology and

the threat of climate change
and resource scarcity are

making airports rethink how

they can be more sustainable

while still enhancing efficiency.

with a mixed bag of

The forecasts indicate a bright
future: IATA predicts air traffic

the passenger demand by

237 million passengers will

not be able to fly! Airports are
therefore constantly exploring

how they can capitalize on the
opportunities while managing
capacity and growth.

will double and grow at 3.6%

While infrastructure or

per year by 2036.

seem like an ideal solution

annually, 7.8 billion passengers
An ACI Europe paper on airport
capacity reports that if no

action is taken, airports will

runway expansion might

to addressing bottlenecks, at
ADB SAFEGATE, we believe
the answer lies elsewhere.

Time to integrate. Time to boost Airport Performance
ADB SAFEGATE brings

with a combined portfolio of

worldwide. From this experience,

strengths of two market-

generating annual revenues of

airports resolve their most

together the complementary
leading airport visual guidance

brands, former ADB Group and

about 172 investments and
more than $76 billion USD.

Safegate Group. The company

Our cumulative experience

one of the world’s biggest

and we have supported

is owned by Carlyle Group,

corporate private equity groups

spans more than 100 years,
over 2500 airports

we know that we can help

pressing challenges quickly and
smoothly with the right blend
of technology and solutions.
Our specialist focus in the
airfield, tower and gate,

together with a holistic view,
enables us to ensure that all

Approach, runway
and ground control

Apron control

parts of an airport work together
as one to increase Airport

Performance, from approach

to departure. Integrated tower,
Departure

Gate turnaround

airfield and gate systems support

the highest operational efficiency
to minimize aircraft time on
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the ground. This, in turn, leads to

world-class professionals,

responsive and resourceful,

existing airport infrastructure,

experienced business partners,

approach to analyze each

increased airport capacity with
while the highest safety is

maintained at all times. We

call this Airport Performance.
Our diverse team of 1100+

supported by our 60+ highly

is helping airports find answers
to six difficult questions that
nearly every airport asks, at

and rely on a consultative

airport’s specific situation, and

jointly determine new and more
cost effective ways to deliver a

some point in time. We are

superior airport experience.

ADB SAFEGATE helps airports find answers to six compelling questions
How to accommodate
more air traffic in the
most efficient way?

How to grow, boost profits
and control costs?

How can we comply with
the latest regulations?

How can we operate
more sustainably?

How can we enhance safety?

How do we make the whole
experience more passenger
friendly and efficient?

The integrated airport: How we make it happen?
From Approach to Departure

Airfield

Visual aids to guide
pilots safely to &
around the airport

Apron

Visual aids & tools
to create faster
turnaround times

Aircraft are only valuable to an

airline when they are wheels up,

delivering passengers and freight

Tower

Increased
throughput
with smarter
ATC systems

Services

The right expertise
to boost airport &
airline performance

We help airports achieve this by
increasing Airport Performance.

to their destinations, safely and

Closely integrated tower, airfield

minimize the time aircraft spend

highest operational efficiency

on time. The airport’s role is to
on the ground.
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and gate systems support the

to minimize aircraft time on the

Advanced
Analytics

Optimization of gate
allocation to improve
airside efficiency
and maximize
landside value

ground. This leads to increased
airport capacity and reduced
costs by utilizing existing

infrastructure, while maintaining
the highest level of safety

from approach to departure.

Time to integrate. Time to boost Airport Performance
From Approach to Departure

Gate: Making turnarounds

faster and more predictable

Airfield: Keeping the airfield
operational and safe

Airfield lighting plays a vital
role in visual guidance and
enabling pilots to navigate
landing and take-off safely.
With a rich history in airfield
lighting, ADB SAFEGATE
is present at more than
2,500 airports worldwide.
A pioneer in LED AGL,
ADB SAFEGATE has the
widest range of unique
and maintenancefriendly intelligent LED
AGL light control and
monitoring systems,
power architectures and
equipment that enables
airports to go all-LED and
dramatically improve airfield
availability, performance,
safety and energy savings.
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Ground safety is a top
priority for any airport.
Minimizing the risk of
accidents in the gate
and apron area where
there is continuous flow
of people, aircraft and
ground vehicles is crucial.
ADB SAFEGATE’s installed
base of over 8,000
docking guidance systems
includes some of the
world’s busiest airports.
Our ICAO-compliant,
automated platforms for
safe docking and apron
management equip
stakeholders with realtime intelligence on gate
and apron movements.
Our integration and data
sharing capabilities, and
apron lighting solutions,
provide safer, yet more
efficient, gate operations
that increase productivity,
reduce turnaround times
and lower operational costs.

Tower: Raising safety
and throughput with
smarter ATC systems

Air Traffic Controllers
tackle some of the most
complex considerations
while routing and guiding
aircraft to safety. What if
intelligent tower solutions
could change the game?
We integrate with related
systems to bring all
information onto one
screen, enabling Air Traffic
Controllers to gain full
control over aircraft and
vehicle movement from
approach to departure.
Our ATC solutions are
installed at 260+ towers,
helping Air Traffic Controllers
find the most efficient way
from touchdown to gate
and future proofing traffic
management at the airport.

Advanced Analytics:

Services & Maintenance:

Airport Performance:

solid performance gains

to boost Airport Performance

enabling all parts of the

Unique data insights creating

Airports need their disparate
and disconnected systems to
work seamlessly - an uphill
task for airport technology
providers. As a partner to
airports including those in
Vienna, Munich, Hamburg,
Berlin, Jeddah, Riyadh,
Lisbon, Bogota, Bucharest,
East Midlands, Leeds,
Kathmandu and airlines
like Delta, we know what it
takes. We are experienced
in planning, designing
and implementing highly
integrated systems across
the airfield, tower and
gate. With our advanced
integration capabilities,
airports and airlines can
analyze massive amounts
of data for every asset
at the gate and tower
to create a safer, more
predictable operation that
offers seamless guidance
and movement from
approach to departure.
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Delivering the right expertise
With experience spanning
20+ years in services and
support, ADB SAFEGATE
understands that airports
require multi-level, multichannel services including
technical and product
maintenance, audits and
training. From concept of
operations to gate and
airfield lighting design, and
from audit and survey to
project management and
customizable maintenance
packages that include full
maintenance - our portfolio
keeps in mind that every
airport has different needs.

Increase throughput,

airport to work together
Ultimately, the solutions
that ADB SAFEGATE
implements at airports must
work together as one, from
approach to departure.
Our experience in turnkey
projects at leading airports
in Asia and Middle East
including Lahore, Abu
Dhabi, Hamad International,
Kuala Lumpur and Taiwan
Taoyuan, enables us to
manage projects
end-to-end.
Our consultative approach,
backed by the necessary
market and situational
analysis to plan, design
and manage each aspect,
helps us offer the best, most
future-proof and often, costeffective solution.
We take the lead, but also
work with partners where
needed, to ensure all the
elements work cohesively to
increase aircraft movements
in a safe and efficient way.

Success in action

Partner to the World’s leading airports
ADB SAFEGATE is present at

Hamad International, Taiwan

globe – from the busiest and

KLIA2 and Brussels.

2500+ airports around the

260+ tower solutions
deployed

Taoyuan, Kuala Lumpur’s

largest like Heathrow, Mumbai,
Frankfurt, Changi, Charles De

Our team is driven by passion,

Atlanta, to the upcoming

innovation, and customer focus.

Gaulle, Dubai, Munich, and

AGL installed at
2500+ airports

commitment to quality and

airports in the emerging

We always put our customers first,

economies of Asia and Africa.

aiming to be fully transparent
through every step of our

Our technical services teams

8000+ gates
100+ SLA & Maintenance
Agreements

engagement. We strive to meet

support day-to-day maintenance

customer expectations with timely

operations at leading airports
in the Middle East, Asia

support of the highest quality.

first philosophy. It’s what

part of our customer-

appreciate about us.

Service excellence is an integral

and Europe including New

our customers value and

Combined experience of 100+ years
Innovation is in our DNA
ADB SAFEGATE is backed by a

docking guidance and control

ERNI AGL and LUCEBIT, and

two market-leading brands –

ADB and Safegate have acquired

ADB SAFEGATE remains

rich history and the strength of

since the 1970s. Over the years,

ADB, which dates back to 1920s

many market-leading brands

and has focused on Airfield

to strengthen their portfolio.

Ground Lighting (AGL) since

Noteworthy acquisitions include

1947, and Safegate which has

Thorn Airfield Lighting, Idman

earned a reputation in safe

Airfield Lighting, AviBit Systems,

Liberty Airport Systems.

committed to pushing the

boundaries of innovation, and

the Group has many technology
and market firsts to its credits.

ADB SAFEGATE Innovation is in our DNA

1947: ADB
develops
first Aviation
Ground
Light (AGL)

1977:
SAFEGATE
installs first
docking
system

1958:
ADB’s first
touchdown
zone lighting
system

1990s:
SAFEGATE
launches ASPSafeControl
(ILCMS)

1982:
ADB’s First
AGL Design
project
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1998:
AviBit starts
developing
an A-SMGCS

1997: ADB
signs first
extended
maintenance
contract
with Brussels
Airport

1998: World
premiere
of ADB’s
integrated
A-SMGCS for
safe guidance
in zero visibility
conditions

2003: ADB
introduces
energy efficient
LED fixtures LTS/C, sets new
industry standard

2006:
E-strips
operational
in Vienna

2007:
Safegate
launches
SafeLED IQ

2010:
Safegate
develops
Control
Tower Suite

2013:
Safegate
launches
SafeControl
Apron
Management

2011: Digital
Departure
Clearance
operational
in Vienna

2017:
OneControlcontract
with
Frankfurt &
Hamburg

2014: ADB
develops
first full LED
approach

Delivering on our promises

Responsibility towards our stakeholders
In our pursuit of excellence,

world. Our commitment to our

our operations and Responsibility

perspective of what it means to be

of Quality in what we deliver to

communities we’re present in.

ADB SAFEGATE takes a holistic

a responsible business in today’s

stakeholders spans the spectrum
our customers, Sustainability in

towards our employees and the

Quality: As an ISO 14001

Sustainability:

Diversity & Inclusion:

Community

we’ve invested in building

sustainability in every

equal opportunity

to positively impact

certified organization,
an excellent Quality

Management System that
is supported by
a team of

experienced quality
management

professionals with an

intrinsic understanding
of our processes and

solutions. We ensure the

highest standards are met
across our production

and operations processes,
and ensure conformity at
all stages from product
design to servicing.

Many of our suppliers

and subcontractors are
ISO 9001 certified.

We value environmental
aspect of our business
- from promoting

sustainability in our

business operations

through responsible

use of materials and

waste management, to
the use of renewable

energy and advocacy
of green practices

throughout our supply
chain. We’re creating

solutions and services
that minimize the

environmental impact
of airport operations,

including pioneering the
use of LED technology
in airfield lighting

to become the only
company with the

capabilities and the
portfolio to deliver
full-LED airfields.
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ADB SAFEGATE is an

employer that values
diversity in the

workplace. We’re

committed to creating

an inclusive work culture
that promotes a strict
non-discrimination

policy to guarantee fair
and equal treatment
of all employees no
matter what race,

gender, nationality,
religion or sexual

orientation. Several
initiatives promote
cultural sensitivity,

including exchange

programs that allow our
employees from around
the world to learn more
about each other, and
collaborate better.

engagement: We want
the communities

where ADB SAFEGATE
has a presence. Apart
from supporting

developmental activities
in these communities,
we encourage our

employees to volunteer
their time and skills to

non-profit organizations.
From causes such as
cancer and autism

awareness, to youth
empowerment and

fighting drug abuse, our
organization and our

people are committed to
giving back to society.

EVERY AIRPORT EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE EFFORTLESS.
THAT’S WHY WE INTEGRATE OPERATIONAL
SOLUTIONS TO BOOST AIRPORT PERFORMANCE.

From improving safety and customer service, to lowering costs and using
infrastructure more efficiently – as a modern airport operator you are challenged
in all these areas – and more. To reach your full potential, you need a partner
with the experience of transforming airport performance.
Working with ADB SAFEGATE, you can tackle each challenge with confidence.
We have the experience and solutions to help you cut lighting costs and power
consumption, make better use of runway and gate capacity, shorten taxi and
turnaround times and provide the safest and most efficient routes from runway
to gate. Want to be the best? Work with the best – ADB SAFEGATE.
www.adbsafegate.com
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Core
Core values
Values

Wetake
takecare
careofofour
our
We

customers,our
ourpeople
peopleand
customers,
andpartners.
our partners.
our

Customersatisfaction
satisfactionis our
Customer
is our priority.
priority.

Welisten
listenand
anddo
dowhat
whatisis
We

needed,when
whenititisisneeded.
needed.
needed,
Care
Careisisbeing
beingthere
therefor
for

someone
someoneonona apersonal
personal
level
leveland
andshowing
showingthem
respect.
them respect.

Care is about showing

Care is about showing
empathy and respect for
someone by setting
someone by setting ourselves
ourselves aside for a while
aside for a while and actively
and actively listening to
listening to them. This
them. This compassion
compassion builds integrity
builds integrity and
and strengthens relationships.
strengthens relationships.
empathy and respect for

Care
Caremeans
means that
that we
we are
are in
in

ititfor
forthe
thelong
longrun.
run. That
That we
we

are
arecommitted
committedand
andinvolved
involved
ininbuilding
buildinglong-lasting
long-lasting

relationships
relationshipsbuilt
builton
ontrust,
trust,
with
withopen
openfeedback.
feedback.

Care is about listening to

Care is about listening to our
customers, understanding
understanding their needs,
their needs, ensuring
ensuring customer
customer satisfaction
satisfaction and providing
and providing support
support as long as needed.
as long as needed.
our customers,

We are part of a greater

world.
carefully
We areActing
part of
a greater

means
wecarefully
take
world. that
Acting
means
responsibility
for
our
that we take responsibility
for
environment.
We always
our environment.
We always

try
tryto
tominimize
minimize our
our ecological
ecological
footprint
to to a
footprint to
contribute
contribute
to a more
more sustainable
world.
sustainable world.
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Weset
setthe
thevision
visionand
andthen
We

Our
passion
empowers
Our
passion
empowers
us to

Quality
Qualityflows
flowsthrough
through
everything
wewedo.
everything
do.

Leadership
Leadershipininexecution:
execution:

Passion
creates
thethe
environment
Passion
creates

Qualityisisa adifferentiator
differentiator
Quality
and
everyone’s
and everyone’s responsibility.

then
we deliver
we
deliver
on it.

on it.

we
toto
get
weknow
knowhow
how
get
things
thingsdone.
done.

We involve our people and

We involve our people
strive to get the best out
and strive to get the
of them.
best out of them.

us to succeed.
succeed.

forenvironment
the ‘extra mile’.
for

the ‘extra mile’.

Our company is based on the
passion of our people and this is

Leadership is more than

Our company is based on
reflected in the excellent results
the passion of our people
we achieve.
and this is reflected in the
excellent results we achieve.
Passion is the differentiator

being in a prominent

between good and great

Leadership is more than
being in a prominent
position. It is behavior
position. It is behavior
that inspires.
that inspires.

Passion is the differentiator
between good and great
Youaccomplishments.
cannot fake it. Passion
Externally, we are
comes
from the
inside,
You cannot
fake
it. Passion
innovative
leaders
who
expressing
dedication
and
Externally, we are innovative
comes from the inside,
actively
drive
the
market
commitment
and
leads
leaders who actively drive
expressing dedicationto
instead
of
just
serving
it.
improvement.
the market instead of just
and commitment and
We
lead; it.
weWe
dolead;
not follow.
serving
we do
leads to improvement.
Passion is an invaluable asset to
We
that
we
notrecognize
follow. We
recognize
that ourPassion
is an invaluable asset
company, strengthening
must
earn earn
our leadership
we must
our leadership customer
to our company,
strengthening
relationships and
every
everyday.
day.ItItisis the
the result
result
customer
relationships
creating business.
ofofour
ourinnovative
innovativeskills
skillsand
and
and creating business.
our
is the
foundation
ourability
abilitytotocreate
create unique Passion
Passion
is the
foundationof our
unique
products
and
innovative
culture
the social
products and solutions that
of our innovativeand
culture
solutions
that
solve
our
glue
that
binds
us
together.
solve our customers’ needs.
and the social glue that
customers’ needs.
binds us together.
It is passion that makes us go
Internally,
we
are
passionate
Internally, we are
the extra mile and dive into a
leaders who set an example task.
It isPassion
passionmakes
that makes
us go
passionate leaders who
us set out
and
guide
our
teams
in
the
the
extra
mile
and
dive
into
set an example and guide
to grow, improve and surpass
direction of our vision. We ourselves.
a task. Passion
makes us set
our teams in the direction
Passion brings joy to
put
structures
into
place
to
out
to
grow,
improve
and
of our vision. We put
our work, empowering us at all
drive
change,
commitment,
surpass
ourselves.
Passion
structures into place to
levels.
communication and group
brings joy to our work,
drive change,
Everyone
can contribute
to
accountability.
We
solve
empowering
us at all levels.
commitment,
growing
the
passion
within
our tasks with the tools and
Everyone can contribute toall of
communication and group
us.
By always
at our
methods that the situation
growing
theperforming
passion within
all
accountability. We solve
highest
level
and
taking
pride
in
requires.
Our
corporate
of
us.
By
always
performing
at
our tasks with the tools
our
work,
we
inspire
others
to
culture empowers every
our highest level and taking
and methods that the
deliver
highest
colleague
to
deliver
at
prideat
intheir
our work,
we potential.
inspire
situation requires. Our
When
we
do
that
as
atheir
group, we
their
very
best,
with
great
others
to
deliver
at
corporate culture
create
a work
environment
that
respect for the individual.
highest
potential.
When we
empowers every colleague
is contagious
with
exceptional
do that as a group, we create
to deliver at their very
drive
and environment
passion. From
that
a work
that
is
best, with great respect
come
great
results.
contagious
with
exceptional
for the individual.
drive and passion. From
that come great results.
accomplishments.

responsibility.

We build quality into every
We build quality into every
aspect of our solutions.
aspect of our solutions.

We
embrace Quality as
We embrace Quality as an
anessential
essentialelement
elementof
ofour
our
long-term
success.
long-term success.
Quality
flows
through
Quality
flows
through
everything
we
and
everything we dodo
and
involves
every
colleague
involves every colleague in
in our
our organization.
organization. The
The
reliability
and
durability of
reliability and
durability
ofour
oursolutions,
solutions, products
products
and
services
a result
and services areare
a result
of of
consistent
performance.
consistent performance. On
Onwe
this
we never
this
never
compromise.
compromise.

Consistency
involves
Consistency involves
skillful
and
proficient
work
skillful and proficient work
in in
accordance
with
the
accordance with the
standards
and processes
standards and processes
that
we
have
established.
that we have established.
We
execute
our
projects
We execute our projects
from
start
to
finish,
always
from start to finish, always
involving
qualified
colleagues
involving qualified
with
the right skill set.
colleagues with the right
skill set.

Our future relies on our
Our future relies
onour
our
commitment
to meet
commitment
to
meet
customers’ expectations,our
expectations,
ascustomers’
only they can
determine
as
only
they
can determine
what true satisfaction
is. Our
what trueloyalty
satisfaction
is.
customers’
and trust
Our
customers’
loyalty
are built on the delivery ofand
trust are built
on the
a high-quality
experience.
delivery of a high-quality
experience.

A worldwide, world-class team

Commitment of 1100+ people, 35+ locations, 45+ nationalities
Closer to our customers is our

more than 35 locations around

has a strategic sales presence in

and engineering footprint

credo. Today, ADB SAFEGATE

the world, and a production

in several countries across

Europe and the United States.

London
Madrid
Malmö
Mannheim
Melbourne
Miami
Minneapolis
Moscow
New Delhi
Östersund
Paris
Rio De Janeiro
Rome
Sao Paulo
Singapore
Stockholm
Taipei
Tianjin

Adu Dhabi
Amsterdam
Athens
Beijing
Brussels
Burlington
Columbus
Coventry
Doha
Dubai
Graz
Hamburg
Helsinki
Hong Kong
Horsens
Istanbul
Johannesburg
Kuala Lumpur

Local Offices

Business Partner

ADB SAFEGATE is a leading provider of solutions that boost efficiency, improve safety and

environmental sustainability,and reduce operational costs for airports and airlines worldwide. Its

solutions tackle every aspect from approach to departure- airport traffic handling, airfield lighting,

tower-based traffic control systems, gate and docking automation, services and advanced analytics
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